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ABSTRACT

Radar refractivity retrievals can capture near-surface humidity changes, but noisy phase changes of the

ground clutter returns limit the accuracy for both klystron- and magnetron-based systems. Observations with

a C-band (5.6 cm)magnetronweather radar indicate that the correction for phase changes introduced by local

oscillator frequency changes leads to refractivity errors no larger than 0.25 N units: equivalent to a relative

humidity change of only 0.25% at 208C. Requested stable local oscillator (STALO) frequency changes were

accurate to 0.002ppm based on laboratory measurements. More serious are the random phase change errors

introduced when targets are not at the range-gate center and there are changes in the transmitter frequency

(DfTx) or the refractivity (DN). Observations at C band with a 2-ms pulse show an additional 668 of phase
change noise for a DfTx of 190 kHz (34 ppm); this allows the effect due to DN to be predicted. Even at S band

with klystron transmitters, significant phase change noise should occur when a large DN develops relative to

the reference period [e.g.,;558when DN5 60 for the Next GenerationWeather Radar (NEXRAD) radars].

At shorter wavelengths (e.g., C and X band) and with magnetron transmitters in particular, refractivity re-

trievals relative to an earlier reference period are even more difficult, and operational retrievals may be

restricted to changes over shorter (e.g., hourly) periods of time. Target location errors can be reduced by using

a shorter pulse or identified by a new technique making alternate measurements at two closely spaced fre-

quencies, which could even be achieved with a dual–pulse repetition frequency (PRF) operation of a mag-

netron transmitter.

1. Introduction

Radar refractivity retrieval is a relatively new appli-

cation of weather radar measurements, originally pro-

posed by Fabry et al. (1997). During summer, refractivity

changes are typically dominated by near-surface humid-

ity changes. It is anticipated that retrievals will provide

valuable insights into the dynamic variability of near-

surface water vapor and may be a valuable new data

source for assimilation into numerical weather prediction

models, particularly with respect to the initiation of

convection. Radar refractivity retrieval essentially uses

the phase change between two different plan position

indicator (PPI) radar scans from stationary targets

(ground clutter). The ground clutter field under stan-

dard propagation conditions is usually limited to a range

of 50 km or so. The phase change for a particular target

(targ) may be expressed as

Dftarg52
4pfTxrtarg

c
Dn . (1)

Here, fTx is the transmitter frequency, rtarg is the target

distance, and Dn is the mean change in the refractive

index between the two times along the path between the
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radar and the target. This expression differs in sign con-

vention from (2) in Fabry et al. (1997) but conforms with

the standard relationship between Doppler velocity and

phase (Doviak and Zrnic 2006) as discussed in the ap-

pendix. Considering phase change differences between

two targets (A and B), separated in range along a given

azimuth, we have

DfB2DfA52
4pfTx

c
Dn(rB 2 rA) . (2)

Henceforth, n, Dn, and refractivity changes DN [N 5
(n 2 1) 3 106] denote the mean values between two

targets or between the radar and the target when a single

target is considered. Rearranging (2) and in terms of

refractivity changes gives

DN52
c

4pfTx
106

DfB 2DfA

rB 2 rA
. (3)

Phase change differences (DfB 2 DfA) are typically

calculated by ‘‘pulse-pair’’ processing (e.g., Skolnik 1990,

p. 23.15), although changes are estimated between ad-

jacent range gates rather than successive pulses as for

Doppler velocity. At S-, C-, and X-band wavelengths,

the sensitivity of the phase change differences to re-

fractivity changes is approximately 78, 138, and 238 km21,

respectively, for DN 5 1. Fabry et al. (1997) describe

how changes may be determined relative to a reference

period lasting an hour or so, identified weeks or even

months previously, when the refractivity field had a

known value and was almost homogeneous over the

clutter field; the reference phase field was obtained by

averaging the phases over scans during such a period.

This would then allow fields of absolute refractivity

changes to be derived from subsequent scans. Clearly,

difficulties in detecting large values of DN will in-

creasingly occur at C-band and even more so at X-band

wavelengths due to aliasing when (DfB 2 DfA) exceeds

61808 over the distance (rB 2 rA). These difficulties are

accentuated because large random phase change errors

are usually present, such as those due to target motion.

At shorter wavelengths, phase change noise is greater,

and finding suitably quiescent reference periods be-

comes more difficult due to the increased sensitivity to

refractivity changes.

Refractivity retrievals have previously been demon-

strated for radars with klystron transmitters both for

typical weather radars with parabolic reflector antennas

(e.g., Fabry et al. 1997; Fabry 2004, 2006; Weckwerth

et al. 2005;Roberts et al. 2008) and for phased array radars

(Cheong et al. 2008). Klystrons are very stable in terms

of transmitter frequency, but magnetron transmitters,

which are widely used outside the United States, are

prone to drift. It is perhaps due to the incomplete un-

derstanding of the subtle effects of these frequency drifts

that refractivity retrievals have had only limited appli-

cation for magnetron-based radars.

The magnetron transmitter frequency changes pri-

marily with the ambient temperature and changes in the

duty cycle related to the pulse repetition frequency

(PRF) or pulse duration (Skolnik 1990, p. 4.8). Junyent

et al. (2010) examined the transmitter frequency of the

X-band Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the Atmo-

sphere (CASA) radars and found an anode temperature

dependence of 2166 kHz 8C21 and changes of about

2550 kHz (;60 ppm) per 0.025% duty cycle increment.

Their Fig. 10 shows a huge decrease of over 4MHz

(.400 ppm) in 30min, presumably after start up.

Parent du Chatelet et al. (2007) were the first to sug-

gest that the phase changes from stationary targets are

primarily related to changes in the local oscillator rather

than the transmitter frequency. The phase changes due to

both transmitter and local oscillator frequency changes

were formulated as a function of time (delay) by Parent

du Chatelet and Boudjabi (2008), Junyent et al. (2009),

and Parent du Chatelet et al. (2012, hereafter PC2012).

PC2012 identified three terms in their expression for

phase changes: the ‘‘local oscillator’’ term, the ‘‘mismatch’’

term, and the ‘‘refractivity’’ term. They proposed that

corrections for the local oscillator term could be applied

if the local oscillator frequency is precisely known. In the

context of refractivity retrievals using a single target

over a 3-km path from the radar, they concluded that the

mismatch term resulted in additive refractivity errors

that could generally be neglected. However, refractivity

retrievals are typically based on the estimation of phase

change gradients using the target pairs expressed in (3),

often between adjacent range gates (e.g., Cheong et al.

2008) to minimize aliasing; in these cases we will show

that phase change noise arising from the mismatch term

is significant.

In this paper, we present an expression for the mea-

sured phase change in terms of range (rather than sam-

pling and propagation delays) when there are changes in

both the transmitter and local oscillator (LO) frequencies

(originally given by Nicol et al. 2008). This expression

makes it clear that for the mismatch term the source of

phase change error is, in fact, related to target location

uncertainty. There is also a second term involving target

location uncertainty whereby refractivity changes lead

to phase change errors; this term affects bothmagnetron

and klystron radar systems. Far from being negligible,

these terms and the resulting phase change noise due to

target location uncertainty are very important for re-

fractivity retrievals.
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The fundamental expression for the measured phase

change as a function of range is presented and inter-

preted in section 2 (a full derivation is provided in the

appendix). In section 3, we describe the C-band radar

system used in this study and the in situ measurements

from a surface station used for validation. Refractivity

retrievals using a single target close to the radar are used

to demonstrate the necessary correction for LO fre-

quency changes. In section 4, we quantify the refractivity

estimation errors due to the correction for LO frequency

changes. This has been achieved based on laboratory

measurements and by identifying phase-correlated re-

turns (where a single target contributes significant re-

turns over adjacent range gates), from which we confirm

that the down conversion from the intermediate fre-

quency (IF; adjusted on a scan-by-scan basis) is achieved

with a suitably high degree of accuracy (,0.2 ppm). In

section 5, the observed increase in phase change noise

associated with transmitter frequency changes is used to

quantify target location uncertainty; this implies that

when there is a large change in refractivity, the target

location uncertainty can lead to significant phase change

noise and degrade refractivity retrievals not only for

magnetrons but also for radars using klystrons. The

mitigation of target location uncertainty is the subject of

section 6, where the advantages of short pulses are dis-

cussed and a technique to ascertain the precise location

of the target within the range gate is proposed. Finally

the conclusions are summarized in section 7.

2. Influence of frequency changes on phase
measurements in terms of target range

In this section, we describe and interpret the effects of

frequency changes on phase measurements as a function

of target range. We define the LO frequency as the sum

of the local oscillator frequencies, whether this combines

the stable local oscillator (STALO) and the coherent

oscillator (COHO) for an analog IF or the STALO and

the numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) for a digital

IF. The STALO is used to mix radio frequencies down to

IF and the final stage (COHO or NCO) mixes this signal

down to baseband. In magnetron systems, automatic

frequency control (AFC) is implemented by adjusting

the LO frequency to follow the transmitter frequency

typically in a near-continuous fashion or in discrete steps

for analog and digital IF, respectively. The radar con-

sidered in this work (along with the other radars in the

operational U.K. network) is perhaps unique in that the

AFC is implemented by adjusting both the STALO

(from time to time) and the NCO (prior to each and

every scan) to provide very high precision frequency

down conversion.

We shall assume that a single-point clutter target dom-

inates returns at each range gate; Hubbert et al. (2009)

found that modeling clutter returns in this manner best

replicatedmeasurements of clutter phase alignment from

the Denver, Colorado, Front Range Airport (KFTG)

Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD). The in-

trinsic phase of a clutter target not only depends on

the range and structure of the target but also on how the

target is illuminated by the radar beam. Changes in the

vertical refractivity gradient affect the propagation of

the radar waves and consequently the intrinsic phase

may deviate from its value under standard propagation

conditions. These effects will be the greatest during

periods of anomalous propagation and at further ranges

(Fabry 2004) and may be important for refractivity re-

trievals. However, the equivalent changes in the effective

range of the target are likely to be negligible considering

the effects of frequency changes.

The effect of frequency changes on the return phases
from a stationary target

The phase change (Dfgate) w.r.t. time of returns from

a stationary target sampled at a range gate centered at

a given range (rgate) from the radar, corresponding to

LO and transmitter frequency changes (DfLO and DfTx,
respectively) and refractivity changes (Dn), may be ex-

pressed in radians as

Dfgate52
4p

c
[rgateDfLO1 dgateDfTx

1 (rgate1 dgate)fTxDn] , (4)

where dgate 5 rtarg 2 rgate is the distance of the target

from the center of the range gate. The derivation is given

in the appendix. The range-gate center considered here

is the equivalent range-gate center in a vacuum (n 5 1)

and is defined by the external clock that triggers the

analog-to-digital (A-D) converter (ADC). Equation (4)

is essentially equivalent to (8) in PC2012, though ex-

pressed in terms of range rather than time delays and

differing in some subtle yet important definitions. The

first term is the local oscillator term of PC2012, and the

second term is their mismatch term, which they sug-

gested could generally be neglected; in section 5, we

demonstrate that this term can be important and is due

to target location uncertainty (dgate). The presence and

significance of dgate in the third refractivity term was not

identified in PC2012. Target location uncertainty can

lead to significant phase change noise due to both

transmitter frequency and refractivity changes.

The origins of the first two terms in (4) may be visu-

alized in Fig. 1 where we have assumed that Dn5 0 and

both the transmitter (T0) and LO waveforms have zero
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phase at a time corresponding to the transmission of the

center of the pulse (Tt). In this work, we use the standard

convention of positive Doppler away from the radar,

which implies that the phase of the transmitter wave-

form increases with time so that it increases toward the

back or trailing edge of the pulse. If we consider that

the phase of the received signal is added to the phase of

the LO signal, then the phase of the LO waveform effec-

tively decreases with time. The returned signal is mixed

with the LO signal and sampled at a time Rt, defined by

an external clock that triggers the A–D converter. The

phase of the signal at baseband is then simply the sum of

the returned and LOphases. At timeRt, the receiver will

receive echoes from all targets along the sloping line

provided they are illuminated by the transmit pulse. In

the figure, we distinguish between a target at range ‘‘1,’’

which is in the center of the range gate and has return

signal R1, and a target at range ‘‘x,’’ which is a distance

dgate from the center of the range gate with a return

signal Rx. In Fig. 1, the waveforms for the first pulse are

represented by solid sine waves while the dashed sine

waves are for a pulse at a subsequent time when there

are positive frequency shifts, DfTx and DfLO. The return

phase fgate is given by the sum of the LO phase and the

R1 or Rx phases, and the value of Dfgate in (4) is the

difference in phase between the value for the later pulse

(dashed sine waves) and the first pulse (solid sine waves),

each sampled at the time Rt relative to the transmitted

pulse, indicated by the vertical lines in Fig. 1.

The first and second terms in (4) give rise to spurious

phase changes and are typically confined to magnetrons.

The first (LO) term is shown in Fig. 1, where a positive

DfLO leads to a decrease in Df. In the diagram, there is

an apparent phase change of about 27858 at this range
gate (observed as2658 after aliasing, assuming that phase

changes range from 21808 to 1808). This is completely

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of distance vs time, showing the path of the radar pulse from

transmission at timeTt to reception at timeRt. The transmitter (T0) andLOwaveforms are both

depicted at an earlier time (solid sine waves) and a later time (dashed sine waves) representing

a positive change in frequency. The phase change due to LO frequency changes is proportional

to the time (Tt 2 Rt). From the transmitted pulse, the received signal can involve returns from

targets at any distance from the radar (r) within the range gate (pulse length) centered at

distance rgate. When a target lies at the center of the range gate (symbol 1 at rgate), no phase

change will occur because of the transmitter frequency changes. For targets located away from

the range-gate center (symbol x), the phase change due to transmitter frequency changes in-

creases with the distance from the center of the range gate essentially caused by the different

propagation time. The total phase change relates to the sum of those due to transmitter and LO

frequency changes.
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independent of propagation effects and target location.

The LO contribution to Df is proportional to the sam-

pling range and can become very large for ranges of tens

of kilometers (e.g., 1358 every 10km for a 1 ppmchange in

the local oscillator frequency).

The second (Tx target location error) term arises be-

cause of the difference between the propagation delay

and the sampling delay and is therefore proportional to

the target range relative to the range-gate center (dgate)

when there is a change in transmit frequency, as shown

by the difference in the dashed and solid sine waveRx. In

Fig. 1, the target is located farther away from the range-

gate center so the return corresponds to the leading edge

of the transmitted pulse, so a positive DfTx again results

in a decrease inDf. For a target at the range-gate center,
Df is unaffected by DfTx as indicated by the returned

signal R1.

The final (refractivity) term contains the desired in-

formation on refractivity and depends on the target

range from the radar (rgate1 dgate) and the mean change

in the refractive index. In practice, it is typically assumed

that the target is in the center of the range gate (dgate 5
0), in which case it corresponds to (2) in Fabry et al.

(1997) except for the sign convention. For a positive Dn,
the transmitted pulse travels more slowly and, as the

returned signal is sampled after a fixed delay (Rt 2 Tt),

the sample corresponds to an earlier part of the trans-

mitted waveform or once again a decrease in Df. The
situation is equivalent to the two solid waves R1 and Rx,

but in this case the time delay is caused by the re-

fractivity increase rather than the extra path (2dgate).

The final component of the refractivity term (pro-

portional to dgateDn) may be identified as a refractivity

target location error, a new term analogous to the Tx

target location error. This error can also be significant

for klystron systems (Nicol and Illingworth 2013). We

shall later quantify the magnitude of these terms in

section 5.

3. Demonstrating the effect of LO frequency
changes using retrievals from a single target

In this section, we shall demonstrate radar refractivity

retrieval using a single target located close to the radar

in comparison with surface observations. We initially

describe the C-band magnetron radar systems operated

as part of the U.K. operational weather radar network

and the in situ surface observations used for validation.

The analysis of data from one of these radars, located at

Cobbacombe in southwest England, confirms that the

continuously adjusted (from scan to scan) LO frequency

can introduce large errors into estimates of DN but that

a simple correction may be easily applied.

a. Radar system specifications and signal processing

Currently, all the radars of the U.K. operational net-

work are C-band (5.6-cm wavelength) radars with

magnetron transmitters. The Met Office has recently

developed its own digital–IF Doppler radar processing

system using commercial off-the-shelf hardware and in-

house software. This system uses a 100-MHz 14-bit ADC

to capture IF samples of both the received signal and the

transmitter pulse and controls both the STALO (Pascall

OCXO) and NCO in the down conversion. Samples of

the received signal at baseband are digitally filtered and

subsampled to provide the in-phase and quadrature

components with a range resolution matching the pulse

duration. The finite impulse response (FIR) filters in-

troduce a delay, though they do not affect the phase

because of their linear response. Because of the digital

nature of the NCO, the frequency used for baseband

down conversion can be controlled very accurately. Thus,

with good frequency estimation from samples of the

transmitted pulse at IF, it is possible to convert to

basebandwith an accuracy limited only by the frequency

precision of the oscillator used to clock the field pro-

grammable gate array (FPGA) and ADC. The specified

precision of the oscillator used for the FPGA and ADC

(;20 ppm) implies that the NCO signal (;30MHz)

should be accurate to about 600Hz or about 0.1 ppm

relative to the transmitter frequency.

The transmitter frequency is constantly monitored

and recorded during radar operation. This is achieved by

sampling a portion of the transmitter pulse mixed to IF

and estimating the frequency from a regression algorithm.

Initial IF estimation is carried out by the interpolation

of the peak of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the

transmitter burst samples. This is used to initialize a

minimization procedure to improve the accuracy of the

estimate by fitting the sampled data to the idealized

transmitter pulse:

s(t)5A cos(2pft1f)1 b , (5)

where b allows for DC offsets in the ADC. The esti-

mated transmitter frequency is then the sum of the esti-

mated IF and the digitally requested STALO frequency.

Generally, the STALO frequency is held constant, and

the NCO is adjusted to provide high-precision AFC

(Darlington 2010), which is equivalent to AFC in analog

IF systems where LO frequency adjustments are almost

continuously applied. When the deviation of the esti-

mated frequency from the nominal IF (30MHz) be-

comes large (.100 kHz), the STALO is reset to provide

an IF close to 30MHz. Immediately prior to the start of

each PPI scan, the NCO frequency is chosen to match
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the estimated IF, allowing for any changes requested

from the STALO. The transmitter frequency is then

recorded for each scan and is, by definition, equal to the

LO frequency (i.e., the sum of the STALO and NCO

frequencies). In contrast, it is of course possible to only

change the LO frequency in relatively large discrete

steps. Figure 10 in Junyent et al. (2010) implies that

these steps are of 250 kHz for the X-band CASA radars.

Wewill show in section 4a that, for theMetOfficeC-band

radar, both the IF measurements and the requested

STALO and NCO frequency changes are exceptionally

accurate.

The inferred changes in transmitter frequency for the

months of March and June 2008 are plotted in Fig. 2 and

show that in the month of June the frequency can fall by

up to 300 kHz (over 50 ppm) on warm sunny days. In

March, the trace has sudden sharp increases in the fre-

quency of 300 kHz coinciding with site visits by engi-

neers, and it is likely that these changes are dominated

by changes in power usage at the site rather than tem-

perature changes. Data were obtained from PPI scans at

the lowest operational elevation (08) every 5min, using

a 2-ms pulse. The radar specifications and operating

parameters are given in Table 1.

b. In situ surface station measurements

Measurements from the Met Office surface station at

Dunkeswell, some 20-km southeast of the radar, have

been used for validation. Refractivity was derived from

observations made every minute of temperature T(K),

pressure p(hPa), and relative humidity [converted to

partial water vapor pressure e(hPa)], using the relation

of Bean and Dutton (1968):

N5 77:6
p

T
1 3:733 105

e

T2
. (6)

Figure 3 shows the refractivity time series forMarch and

June 2008. The instantaneous 1-min values have been

smoothed over 11min to reduce the high-frequency

fluctuations of up 3 N units during summer associated

with small-scale structures (Bartholomew 2012).

c. Influence of local oscillator frequency changes

We have seen in section 2 that phase changes due to

LO frequency changes are predictable and increase

linearly with range and DfLO. Assuming the target is in

the center of the range gate (dgate 5 0), then because

fLO ’ fTx, (4) then becomes

Dfgate52
4prgate

c
(DfLO1 fTxDn)

’2
4prgatefTx10

26

c
(DFLO1DN) . (7)

The difference between fLO and fTx must typically be

much less than one part per thousand to ensure that the

received signal falls within the radar bandwidth. It is

apparent from (7) that a fractional LO frequency change

in ppm, DFLO5 (DfLO/fLO)10
6, has the same effect as an

equivalent refractivity change in ppm (DN). If no cor-

rection is made for LO frequency changes, estimates of

the refractivity changewill have an additive bias equal to

DFLO. However, if LO frequency changes are recorded,

FIG. 2. Measured transmitter frequency for the radar at Cobbacombe during (a) March 2008 and (b) June 2008.

TABLE 1. Technical specifications of U.K. weather radars and

operational parameters for the low elevation scan.

Frequency 5.6GHz

Wavelength 5.4 cm

PRF 300Hz

Antenna scan rate 7.28 s21

Pulse duration 2ms

Range-gate spacing 300m
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a phase change correction (Dfgate,corr) may be added at

each range gate, as expressed in (8), prior to the standard

refractivity retrieval processing (Nicol et al. 2008):

Dfgate,corr5
4prgateDfLO

c
. (8)

To demonstrate the effect of LO frequency changes, we

consider phase changes from a target close to the radar

at an azimuth of 1058 and a range of 1.35 km. Over

1.35 km, a refractivity change of 1N unit equates to

a phase change of about 208 at C band, so aliasing would

only occur for absolute changes greater than 9N units in

5min; from the nearby Dunkeswell observations in

March 2008, this is unlikely.

Two days have been selected: on the first day (2March

2008), Fig. 4 shows that the refractivity at Dunkeswell

FIG. 3. Refractivity time series from surface observations at Dunkeswell for (a) March 2008 and (b) June 2008.

FIG. 4. Time series of temperature, RH, 10-m wind speed, and refractivity (N) at Dunkeswell (20 km, southeast of the radar) and the

radar transmitter frequency change (ppm) for (a) 2Mar 2008 and (b) 6Mar 2008. The consecutive hour-long periods analyzed in section 5b

are shaded in (b).
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fell by about 20N units during the daytime, but the

magnetron frequency was fairly constant, whereas on

the second day (6 March 2008), the frequency rose by

60 ppm in 4 hours, but the refractivity changed much

more slowly. Figure 5 displays the radar refractivity

changes derived from the target at a 1.35-km range using

the raw phase (dotted line) and the phase corrected for

LO frequency changes (dashed line) using (8). For each

day the 5-min refractivity changes since midnight have

been accumulated and added to the surface observation

at midnight to avoid aliasing. Considering that the sur-

face observations are actually made about 20 km from

the radar site, very good agreement with estimates from

the LO frequency-corrected phase changes is found in

both cases. In the first case, LO frequency changes are

moderate and mainly affect measurements for a few

hours around 1000 UTC. In the second case, if the raw

phases were used, spurious N changes of 60 N units

would be introduced by the very large (;330 kHz;

60 ppm) LO frequency change, but these are completely

removed when the phase corrections in (6) are applied

and accurate refractivity changes are retrieved. This

figure clearly displays the effect of LO frequency

changes as they are continually adjusted throughout the

day, serving to validate (4) and (8) in PC2012.

Exactly when and how the LO frequency is changed

depends on the implementation of the AFC. Clearly, if

the LO frequency were to be held constant, no correc-

tion would be required. However, the sensitivity of the

radar may be degraded as transmitter frequency drifts

could result in the received signal shifting away from the

center of the IF filters or the digital filters at baseband.

Whenever the LO frequency has changed, corrections

must be made to allow useful refractivity retrievals. Any

difference between the actual (DfLO) and recorded

(Df recLO) LO frequency change («DfLO 5DfLO 2Df recLO) will

result in an error in the estimation of DN, given by

(«DfLO /DfLO)10
6. In the next section, we shall evaluate

the accuracy of corrections for LO frequency changes.

4. Quantifying the accuracy of LO frequency
changes

The phase of ground clutter returns may be highly cor-

related across adjacent range gates; this can occur when

clutter targets straddle adjacent gates. The radial extent

of returns from highly reflective targets is largely de-

termined by the filtering applied in the radar receiver

and may span several range gates (Nicol and Illingworth

2013); we shall refer to these returns as spreading targets.

We shall now demonstrate that these returns may be

used to estimate the accuracy of corrections for NCO

frequency changes through comparisonwith independent

real-time measurements of the transmitter frequency

mixed down to the IF.

Laboratory tests have been undertaken to confirm the

accuracy of requested STALO frequency changes. A

Rohde and Schwartz spectrum analyzer (FSH8) with

a Rohde and Schwartz signal generator (SMA100A) as

a frequency reference source was used to measure the

STALO output frequency as a function of the requested

frequency with a 10-Hz bandwidth. The requested fre-

quency was increased and then decreased between 5.59

and 5.62GHz with frequency steps between 100 kHz

and 1MHz. The difference between the requested fre-

quency and the frequency measured by the spectrum

analyzer was constant at 8.57 kHz throughout. While

this represents an error of ;1.5 ppm, the fact that this

FIG. 5. Time series of refractivity derived with and without correcting for local oscillator changes for (a) 2Mar 2008 and (b) 6Mar 2008.

Radar refractivity changes have been estimated from a target at 1.35 km and the accumulated 5-min changes are shown for both the raw

phase (dotted line) and the LO frequency-corrected phase (dashed line) using (6). Surface observations (solid line) of refractivity are

shown for comparison. The consecutive hour-long periods analyzed in section 5b are shaded in (b).
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error remained constant within the accuracy of the

spectrum analyzer (10Hz) as the STALO was stepped

through multiple frequencies indicates that requested

STALO frequency changes should have negligible ef-

fects on radar refractivity retrievals. The use of an ove-

nized crystal oscillator in the STALO used here should

also prevent significant frequency drifts due to changes in

the ambient temperature. As refractivity retrievals re-

quire very precise LO frequency changes, it is important

that the accuracy of each local oscillator stage is verified.

a. Estimating transmitter frequency changes from
spreading ground clutter targets

The return from a spreading target appears in two

gates, but the path of the radar wave is identical for both

gates. If fTx and fLO are constant, the phase change be-

tween two scans at each of the two gates must be equal

and the inferred refractivity change from (3) will always

be zero. If the frequencies change then from (4), noting

that the target location difference is given by dgate11 2
dgate 5 2Drgate where Drgate is the range-gate spacing,

we have

Dfgate112Dfgate52
4pDrgate

c
(DfLO2DfTx) . (9)

With respect to Fig. 1, a target straddling two gates is

depicted by the target toward the edge of the range gate

(symbol x) with the return signal Rx. The propagation

delay is identical for the returns from a single target

sampled at a farther range gate, so the returned signal is

unchanged though it is now sampled toward the back

edge of the pulse rather than toward the front edge. The

increase in phase from the front to the back of the

transmitted pulse will be similar to the decrease in phase

from one range gate to the next from the LO frequency.

If there is any difference between the transmitter and

LO frequencies, there may be a phase difference at ad-

jacent gates though this will remain constant if both

frequencies are unchanged.

The phase change difference from spreading targets

will be close to zero for the radar considered here, as the

LO frequency is set to match the transmitter frequency

immediately prior to each scan through fine adjustments

of the NCO, so that DfTx ’ DfLO. Because of this, Nicol

and Illingworth (2013) established that spreading targets

may be recognized by the phase correlation between

adjacent range gates; values exceeding 0.95 when aver-

aged over the 288 individual PPI scans for a single dry day

(12 December 2007) identified 1053 range-gate pairs as-

sociated with spreading targets.

We shall now consider that measured phase changes

have been corrected for LO frequency changes using

(8), so it follows from (9) that the transmitter frequency

changes estimated from spreading targets (Df sprTx ) is

given by

Df sprTx 5
c(Dfgate112Dfgate)

4pDrgate
1 «Df

STALO
1 «Df

NCO

1 «Df
Txdrift

. (10)

The first three error terms («DfSTALO
, «DfNCO

, and «DfTxdrift )

relate directly to errors in the nominal STALO fre-

quency, the NCO frequency, and those due to drifts in

the transmitter frequency during the scan. Although

care has been taken to select only highly correlated pairs

of range gates, an additional source of error arises be-

cause of the possible inclusion of weak independent

returns with the spreading targets. These effects are not

simple to quantify as they depend on the relative mag-

nitude and phase of the two (or more) returns; the dis-

tribution of errors may be highly skewed. However, such

errors are unbiased and tend to zero when averaged over

many range-gate pairs.

For the radar considered in this work, with a range-

gate separation of 300m and phase changes expressed in

radians, transmitter frequency changes have been esti-

mated from

Df sprTx 5 79:5(Dfgate112Dfgate) kHz. (11)

Here, the mean phase change difference is calculated

over all (1053) adjacent range-gate pairs associated with

spreading targets. As a phase change difference of 18 re-
sults from a frequency change of approximately 1.4kHz,

aliasing occurs when absolute frequency changes exceed

about 250 kHz. Hourly frequency changes have been

calculated using (11) for March 2008 (derived from

scans every 5min). Such estimates are unaffected by

target motion such as wind-induced swaying as phase

changes are equally affected since we are considering

the same target at each range gate, though no attempt

has been made to avoid periods of precipitation or radar

artifacts such as interference.

In Fig. 6a, these hourly frequency changes (.8000) are

compared with those obtained from independent esti-

mates of the transmitter frequency made in real time at

IF (as described in section 3). A histogram of the dif-

ferences between the two estimates of the frequency

change is displayed in Fig. 6b. The agreement is re-

markably good, which supports the model of spreading

targets; the returns from dominant point targets repli-

cate the transmitted pulse. The rms discrepancy between

the hourly frequency change estimates throughout the
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month is 0.25 ppm with daily values ranging from 0.21 to

0.29 ppm; these estimates are essentially unbiased (mean

discrepancy 5 0.002 ppm).

Any error in the STALO frequency change will

equally affect the real-timemeasurements of fTxmade at

IF and those made from spreading targets. The discrep-

ancy between these two estimates will then have contri-

butions from the final three sources of error expressed in

(10), along with any errors in the real-time transmitter

frequency measurements or due to the possible inclusion

of weak independent returns. Assuming these sources of

error are independent, each of these errors must be less

than the observed rms discrepancy of just 0.25ppm (most

importantly «DfNCO
due to the direct effect on refractivity

errors). Therefore, the rms error in refractivity changes

due to the continuously adjusted NCO frequency from

scan by scan must be no larger than 0.25N units. This

confirms that the fine-tuned frequency adjustments of the

NCO will not adversely affect refractivity retrievals. In

addition, the real-time transmitter frequency measure-

ments at IF are very accurate, and the methodology of

selecting spreading targets is sufficiently robust.

The comparisons presented here relate to frequency

measurements at IF (real-time measurements) and at

baseband (spreading targets). In the absence of direct

real-time fTx measurements at radio frequency, it is im-

possible to operationally verify the accuracy of STALO

frequency changes. However, laboratory measurements

indicate that requested STALO frequency changes are

more than sufficiently accurate (,0.002ppm). In addi-

tion, hourly refractivity changes derived from this radar

were found to have rms differences of just 1.25N units in

comparison with in situ measurements over a 5-month

period (Nicol et al. 2013). These differences are expected

to be dominated by spatial and temporal representa-

tiveness and the stability of the STALO frequency is

presumably very good.

A similar approach was used to validate the expres-

sion for phase changes in PC2012 using a single set of

adjacent range gates. However, an important distinction

is that the real-time frequency measurements in PC2012

were made at baseband rather than at IF (as they are

here). As such, errors in not only the STALO frequency

but also in the down conversion from IF to baseband

would not be revealed in their comparisons. The rela-

tively poor agreement (33% error) between the obser-

vations (0.248 kHz21) and theory (0.368 kHz21) in PC2012

is presumably because the returns across successive range

gates were not perfectly correlated and therefore not

absolutely from the same target (PC2012, p. 1433).

b. Implications of spreading target for refractivity
retrievals

Refractivity changes from spreading targets may then

be expressed in terms of the fractional transmitter fre-

quency change (in ppm) DFTx 5 (DfTx/fTx)10
6 by sub-

stituting (9) into (3) as

DN52DFTx . (12)

For radars with klystron transmitters, spreading targets

will lead to identical phase changes at adjacent gates.

Their inclusion tends to bias estimated refractivity

changes toward zero; when the standard approach us-

ing pulse-pair processing of phase changes in (3) prior

to any smoothing is used to estimate the field-averaged

FIG. 6. (a) Comparison of hourly changes (over 8000 in total) in the magnetron transmitter frequency measured in real time and

estimates derived from spreading targets (1053 range-gate pairs) using (11) during March 2008 and (b) the histogram of the discrepancy

between these twomeasures in parts permillion. The rms discrepancy (0.25 ppm) indicates thatDfNCO can be requested and is known very

precisely.
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refractivity change (Nicol and Illingworth 2013). For ra-

dars with magnetron transmitters, these biases tend to-

ward the fractional change in the transmitter frequency

once the measured phase changes have been corrected

for LO frequency changes.

5. Phase change noise due to target location
uncertainty

In this section, we first derive a theoretical expression

for the random phase noise arising from the uncertainty

of the target location relative to the range-gate center

when transmitter frequency changes occur, the Tx target

location noise. Observations made at C band are then

used to quantify the target location uncertainty and the

magnitude of this noise. These results allow us to predict

the phase change noise due to target location uncertainty,

the refractivity target location noise—when refractivity

changes occur affecting both magnetron and klystron

systems. For large DN, this random phase noise can

prevent accurate retrievals and, even at S band, may

limit the use of a reference field with refractivity values

very different from those being observed.

a. Theoretical phase change noise introduced by
transmitter frequency changes

The effect of transmitter frequency changes may be

isolated by setting Dn5 0 and DfLO 5 0, so (4) becomes

«Df
gate

5Dfgate52
4pdgateDfTx

c
. (13)

The phase change error term in (13) increases with DfTx
and dgate, so unlike (8) this effect does not progress lin-

early with range but varies from gate to gate depending

on the precise target location relative to the range-gate

center. In contrast to LO frequency changes, transmitter

frequency changes do not directly bias estimated refrac-

tivity changes, but they introduce a significant source of

phase change noise for magnetron-based radars. The rms

target location phase change noise may be expressed in

terms of the standard deviation of the target location

uncertainty (sdgate ) as

sDf 5
4psd

gate
jDfTxj

c
. (14)

This effect is independent of the nominal operating ra-

dar frequency or band (e.g., X, C, or S band). However,

if the fractional change in frequency is proportional to

the change in temperature for magnetron transmitters

(due to thermal expansion), then these effects should be

more severe at higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths).

Measurements of the transmitter frequency at C band

presented in section 3a indicate that although a DfTx as
large as 200 kHz are relatively infrequent over an hour,

changes of up to 300 kHz (Fig. 2b) occurred during the

day throughout the summer. If sdgate5 75m then (14)

predicts an additional phase change noise (in degrees)

equal to DFTx (in ppm).

b. Observed phase change noise from transmitter
frequency changes

To quantify the additional phase change noise when

fTx changes, we will analyze observed phase change noise

for two consecutive hours when the refractivity changes

are very small and fTx is constant during the first hour but

has large changes in the second hour. The refractivity

and frequency changes for such a 2-h period on 6 March

2008 are shaded in Fig. 4b. The refractivity was relatively

constant throughout both periods, and because the

weather was overcast we can assume that this was true

within a distance of 30 km from the radar; the trans-

mitter frequency was relatively constant during the

first hour (0800–0900 UTC) but increased by 34 ppm

(;190 kHz) during the second hour (0900–1000 UTC).

Phase change measurements relative to the beginning of

each period were calculated every 10min out to 30 km

using only range gates (18 3 300m) with significant re-

turns (dBZ . 15); only range gates where the median

power ratio (Nicol and Illingworth 2013) was greater

than 0.8 throughout the day were accepted as being

stationary. Phase changes were then corrected for LO

frequency changes using (8).

Phase change noise has been estimated from the local

standard deviation of the LO-corrected phase changes

(sDf) over areas of 3.9 km in range by 138 in azimuth

around each pixel with the approach followed in Park

and Fabry (2010), originally applied to angular data

(wind direction) by Weber (1997):

sDf 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ln[sin(Df)

2
1 cos(Df)

2
]

q
. (15)

Unlike linear variables, difficulties arise in estimating

angular standard deviations due to variable integration

limits and aliasing; however, (15) can provide robust

estimates of the angular standard deviation based on the

temporal persistence or, here, the spatial consistency of

the data. The size of the area (3.9 km3 138) was selected
to be large enough to provide proper statistics in (15)

though not so large as to be unduly influenced by re-

fractivity changes. This approach requires that refrac-

tivity changes are very small, as an additional noise of

about 158 would be expected over a range of 3.9 km for

DN 5 1.
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To estimate refractivity changes throughout these pe-

riods, the LO-corrected phase changes are first smoothed

using triangular functions with a 1.5-km base in range and

a 4-km base in azimuth. Particularly at shorter wave-

lengths, the radial extent of the smoothing kernel must

be limited or refractivity changes are likely to be under-

estimated (Nicol and Illingworth 2013). Pulse-pair esti-

mates of the gate-to-gate phase change differences

averaged over areas of 3.9 km in range by 138 in azimuth

around each pixel were finally used to estimate refrac-

tivity changes from (3).

Figures 7a and 7b show the phase change noise and

refractivity changes, respectively, at 0810, 0820, 0830,

0840, 0850, and 0900 UTC relative to 0800 UTC. Re-

fractivity changes tend to become noisy and unreliable

when the phase change noise exceeds about 958 for the
spatial smoothing of phase changes applied here; these

regions have been removed from the corresponding re-

fractivity plots in Fig. 7c. It may be noted that apart from

regions with high phase change noise, reliable refractivity

estimates have been obtained over the majority of the

ground clutter field. In addition, there is only a slight

degradation as the time separation increases from 10 to

60min. The rms phase change noise over the entire field

(shown above each phase noise image) increased from

868 at 0810UTC to 908 at 0900UTC. Since the transmitter

frequency changes by less than 1ppm, it is likely that this

slight increase in phase change noise is due to small re-

fractivity changes (e.g., jDNj ’ 2).

The corresponding images at 0910, 0920, 0930, 0940,

0950, and 1000 UTC relative to 0900 UTC are shown in

Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c. In contrast to Fig. 7a, a progressive

increase in phase change noise is observed throughout

the hour, although there was no significant change in

wind speed or refractivity during this period that could

explain this increase (see Figs. 4b, 5b). The rms phase

change noise over the entire field was 888 at 0910 UTC

(DFTx 5 0 ppm) and progressively increased to 1108 at
1000 UTC (DFTx 5 34 ppm). Subtracting the rms phase

change noise at 0910 UTC (in terms of variance) from

the later values allows the component of phase change

noise explained by DFTx (sDff) to be estimated. Based

on this, sDff increased progressively from 08 to 668 be-
tween 0910 and 1000 UTC as DFTx increased from 0 to

34 ppm; the correlation between sDff and DFTx during

this period was 0.96. By rearranging (14), the extra 668 of
phase change noise due to target location uncertainty

and a transmitter frequency change of 190 kHz (34 ppm)

implies that the rms target location uncertainty was

about 150m. As target location uncertainty is pre-

sumably proportional to range resolution (L), which

is determined by the pulse duration t (L 5 ct/2), we

may note that the estimated rms target location

uncertainty determined here is approximately equal

to L/2.

While this suggests that the majority of clutter targets

are located within the range gate at which they are sam-

pled, a proportion of ground clutter returns correspond to

targets in adjacent range gates. This is consistent with

spreading targets (considered in section 4) and supported

by observations of high phase correlations over distances

up to four range gates in Nicol and Illingworth (2013).

This implies that target location uncertainties can at times

be as large as two range gates (600m for the radar con-

sidered here), though typically no larger.

The rapid transmitter frequency change observed

here corresponded to a radar site visit by engineers. The

frequency change seems too large and abrupt to be

caused solely by temperature effects and is likely due to

changes in power usage at the site. Although changes

such as this are not typical, decreases of similar magni-

tude are often observed during the day in summer as the

temperature of the radar cabin increases (Fig. 2b).

c. Theoretical phase change noise introduced by
refractivity changes

When a target is not at the range-gate center, dgate is

not zero in the refractivity term of (4), which results in

a phase change error («Dfi
) in proportion to changes in

refractive index:

«Df
i
52

4pfTxdgateDn

c
. (16)

The analysis of phase change noise due to transmitter

frequency changes in the previous section indicated that

the rms target location uncertainty was about half the

range resolution or range-gate length (sd ’ L/2). The

rms phase change noise due to refractivity changes is

then given by

sDf ’
2pLfTxjDnj

c
. (17)

In contrast to the phase change noise due to transmitter

frequency changes in (14), this noise is proportional to

the operating frequency in addition to the pulse dura-

tion. For a pulse duration of 2ms (L5 300m) and refrac-

tivity change of 10N units, the additional phase change

noise would be approximately 368, 208, and 118 at X, C,

and S bands, respectively. In warmer climates, particu-

larly when using a reference period, the large refractivity

changes that may develop can result in significant phase

change noise even at S band; for the NEXRAD radars

(L 5 250m), refractivity changes of 60 N units would

result in about 558 additional phase change noise. Com-

binedwith phase noise due to targetmotion, for example,

this can result in a degradation of refractivity retrievals.
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FIG. 7. Phase change noise in (a) degrees, (b) refractivity changes, and (c) refractivity changes excluding un-

reliable retrievals (phase change noise . 958) during a period with little change in refractivity or magnetron

transmitter frequency (DfTx). Observations are averaged over areas of 3.9 km in range and 138 in azimuth from

0810–0900UTC relative to 0800UTC (6Mar 2008). The rms phase change noise (sDf) remains relatively constant

throughout the hour.
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for changes from 0910–1000UTC relative to 0900UTC (6Mar 2008). Refractivity changes

were again small, though large transmitter frequency changes (DfTx) occurred. The rms phase change noise (sDf)

increases progressively with DfTx throughout the hour (correlation 5 0.96).
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6. Reducing target location uncertainty

In the previous section, we have demonstrated that

target location uncertainty may result in significant phase

change noise due to both refractivity and transmitter

frequency changes.We shall now consider how the effects

of target location uncertainty may be reduced.

a. Consideration of pulse length

Figure 8 demonstrates that transmitter frequency

changes of 34 ppm lead to a disastrous loss of refractivity

data because of phase noise arising from the uncertainty

of the target location within the gate. Transmitter fre-

quency changes at the C band of 400 kHz (70 ppm) can

develop in time (Fig. 2) and should introduce phase

change noise close to 1408 with a pulse duration of 2ms.

Refractivity changes based on surface observations near

the radar at Cobbacombe may be as large as 40 N units

based on Fig. 3, implying additional noise approaching

808. An increase in temperature tends to decrease both

the transmitter frequency and refractivity values, so these

effects are not independent and the total phase change

noise could exceed 2008. Even in the absence of other

sources of phase change noise (e.g., target motion), this

noise will prevent retrievals using a reference field.

However, if we now consider the retrieval of 1-h re-

fractivity changes, the maximum phase change noise

may be reduced down to about 558, comprising 358
(,100 kHz) and 208 (,10 ppm) from frequency and

refractivity changes, respectively. Although phase

change noise also arises from target motion and changes

in the vertical gradient of refractivity (dn/dh) (Park and

Fabry 2010), 1-h refractivity changes obtained using the

operational C-band magnetron weather radar consid-

ered in this work have shown good agreement with

surface observations, even during the summer months

(Nicol et al. 2012). Naturally, phase change noisemay be

reduced further by deriving refractivity changes be-

tween adjacent radar scans (e.g., over 5min). However,

to derive changes over longer periods, these changes

must be integrated and the associated estimation errors

must progressively increase. The tradeoff implied here is

the subject of future studies.

The benefits of using shorter pulses for refractivity

retrieval have been considered in Nicol and Illingworth

(2013) for radars with klystron transmitters, including

the reduction in refractivity target location noise. For

magnetron transmitter radars, this noise reduction is even

more important due to the additional Tx target location

noise. Relative to the 2-ms pulse (300-m range resolution)

currently used for refractivity retrievals on theU.K. radar

network, a 0.5-ms pulse (75-m range resolution) would

directly reduce the magnitude of the phase change noise

due to target location uncertainty by 75%. Themaximum

contribution to phase change noise from target location

uncertainty would be reduced to about 508 and the use of

a reference field may then be achievable as such phase

change noise seems tolerable when deriving 1-h changes.

However, the significance of phase change noise due to

changes in dn/dh has yet to be determined when using

a reference field at shorter wavelengths.

b. Dual-frequency phase measurements for accurate
target ranging

Target location uncertainty could be reduced by

making phase measurements at two close but distinct

transmitter frequencies (ideally alternating frequencies

from pulse to pulse). This would allow targets away from

the range-gate center to be identified and discarded.

This concept is very similar to frequency domain in-

terferometry (FDI), which was first proposed by Kudeki

and Stitt (1987) for very high frequency (VHF) radars

to accurately determine the heights and thicknesses of

thin persistent layers of refractive index irregularities.

As measurements at the two frequencies are effectively

simultaneous, DN 5 0 and, assuming that the LO fre-

quency is unchanged, the target location relative to the

range-gate center may be derived from (7) as

dgate52
c

4pDfTx
Dfgate . (18)

By applying pulse-pair calculations between pulses at

these two frequencies, the argument of the vector sum

provides the phase change, while the magnitude reflects

the consistency throughout themeasurement period and

could be used to discard unreliable estimates. The

maximum unambiguous distance from the range-gate

center depends only on the frequency step DfTx and is

independent of the pulse length and the operating

frequency:

dmax56
c

4DfTx
. (19)

Amaximum unambiguous target distance of about 900m

would require a frequency shift of 80 kHz (’14 ppm at C

band), which would allow even the most intense clutter

targets to be unambiguously ranged for the operational

network radars. Larger frequency changes would be

required for more accurate ranging with shorter pulses.

This technique could allow targets located far from the

center of the range gate to be excluded (reducing phase

change noise from large refractivity changes) and spread-

ing targets to be identified in real time (removing the

tendency to bias refractivity changes toward zero for
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frequency-stable radars). For distributed targets such as

precipitation, the power-weighted target range should be

close to the range-gate center. In this case, the alternating

frequency should lead to negligible phase changes and

would not affect Doppler velocity estimates.

Although precise control of the transmitter frequency

is desirable for this technique, an alternative is possible

for magnetron transmitters. Successive blocks of pulses

at different PRFs result in frequency shifts of about the

right magnitude, and a dual-PRF operation such as this

is already used in some systems to increase the maxi-

mum unambiguous velocity. Alternating blocks of pul-

ses with PRFs of 1.6 and 2.4 kHz produced a shift of

about 200 kHz for the X-band magnetrons of the CASA

radars (Fig. 9b in Junyent et al. 2010) with a significant

change (;100 kHz) occurring in the time of a few pulses.

Relatively slow scan rates may then be required to help

ensure that the successive bursts of pulses largely en-

counter the same targets.

7. Conclusions

This work has considered two distinct effects of the

frequency changes experienced by magnetron trans-

mitters on radar refractivity retrieval. First, LO frequency

changes produce a phase change, which progresses reg-

ularly with range, identical to that due to spatially uni-

form refractivity changes. Second, transmitter frequency

changes produce phase change noise, which depends on

the precise range of the dominant ground clutter target

at each range gate. Refractivity estimates will be in error

by the fractional LO frequency change (in ppm) if no

correction is applied. Even rather small LO frequency

changes, if uncorrected, can significantly bias refractivity

retrievals, while relatively large transmitter frequency

changes are typically required to introduce significant

phase change noise. An LO frequency change of 200 kHz

would lead to refractivity change errors of about 20, 35,

and 65N units at X-, C-, and S-band wavelengths, re-

spectively, regardless of the pulse length. However, if the

LO frequency is recorded in real time this effect may be

accurately corrected for. Laboratory measurements

show that STALO frequency changes can be requested

with exceptional accuracy (,0.002 ppm).

The phase change gradient across spreading targets

(single targets which dominate returns over several

range gates) is proportional to any differences in the

transmitter and LO frequency changes. Excellent

agreement has been found between independent real-

time measurements of the transmitter frequency at the

IF and estimates from spreading targets. This not only

confirms the accuracy of transmitter frequency mea-

surements and baseband down conversion but also

indicates that the residual refractivity change errors

from the necessary correction for LO frequency changes

is less than 0.25 N units.

The influence of phase-correlated returns or spread-

ing targets on refractivity retrievals using klystron-based

radars was identified by Nicol and Illingworth (2013),

who demonstrated a tendency for refractivity changes to

be biased toward zero. It is even more important that

these targets are excluded when using magnetron-based

radars for two reasons. First, the biases tend toward

the fractional transmitter frequency change (ppm)

rather than zero and more significant refractivity re-

trieval errors are likely to result. Second, greater phase

change errors may be introduced. The exclusion of

spreading targets may be achieved by eliminating or

penalizing the weaker returns where large reflectivity

gradients (e.g., dBZ . 15) and high phase correlations

(e.g., .0.3) exist between adjacent range gates in

ground clutter.

Although the direct effects of transmitter frequency

changes are proportional to the pulse length, they are

generally less significant than those due to LO frequency

changes. A transmitter frequency change of 200 kHz

leads to additional phase change noise of about 188, 368,
and 728 for pulse durations of 0.5, 1, and 2ms, re-

spectively, independent of the radar wavelength. How-

ever, as LO frequency changes can be accurately

corrected for, the primary confounding effect (phase

change noise) of transmitter frequency changes relates

to target location uncertainty, which may only be re-

duced by using shorter pulses if the precise target loca-

tions are unknown.

The effects described in this paper may also affect

radars with klystron transmitters if frequency changes

occur because of the replacement of certain components

or even when powered off then on again. More gener-

ally, target location uncertainty may introduce signifi-

cant phase change noise from refractivity changes

alone when long pulse lengths are used. For example,

an additional phase change noise of about 558 is an-

ticipated for the 250-m gate length of the NEXRAD

radars when refractivity changes of 60N units have

occurred. These effects may bemitigated by alternating

between two closely spaced frequencies, which allows

the precise range of targets to be determined by the

induced phase change. Targets located away from the

range-gate center could then be discarded, removing

the largest phase change errors. This technique could

also be possible with magnetron transmitters operating

with a dual-PRF to intentionally modulate the trans-

mitted frequency.

Since the seminal paper on radar refractivity retrieval

(Fabry et al. 1997), it has been a commonmisconception
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that refractivity biases occur directly from transmitter

frequency changes rather than LO frequency changes,

which is at odds with PC2012 and the findings of this

work. AlthoughBodine et al. (2011) present a correction

for transmitter frequency changes, the magnitude of the

correction expressed in their Eq. (7) seems to be in error,

and differs from that suggested in Fabry et al. (1997) by

a factor of 2p. As a result, the correction applied by

Bodine et al. (2011) is significantly underestimated, as

the corrections of up to about 3 N units in their Fig. 3

should actually be as large as 20 N units. Better agree-

ment would then have been found if no correction were

applied, which implies that the LO frequency was un-

changed throughout this 24-h period. The NCO down

conversion of the CASA radars they considered is only

altered when the estimated frequency has drifted by

250kHz (Junyent et al. 2009). Such an LO frequency

change atX band would be expected to produce a sudden

jump of about 27N units in refractivity retrievals, so it

seems likely that it was indeed unchanged during this time.

Total phase change noise may have contributions

from many sources such as target motion, dn/dh (com-

bined with target height variability), and transmitter

frequency and refractivity changes (combined with tar-

get location uncertainty). Assuming that the fractional

transmitter frequency change is proportional to the

change in temperature, all these factors are proportional

to the operating frequency and have greater effects at

shorter wavelengths. Although the sensitivity to refrac-

tivity changes is also proportional to the radar wave-

length, problems occur when phase change noise becomes

too large. At shorter wavelengths, it is more important

both to use a short pulse to reduce errors related to target

location uncertainty and to effectively discriminate suit-

ably stationary targets.While Bodine et al. (2011) suggest

that ‘‘the notion of using a reference time from prior

days does not apply when deriving refractivity from

a magnetron-based radar,’’ this may indeed be possible

if sufficiently short pulses were used. However, the use

of a reference period is increasingly difficult at shorter

wavelengths and with longer pulses, particularly when

using magnetron transmitters.
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APPENDIX

The Phase Change for a Stationary Point Target with
Changing Frequency

The phase change between two pulses at different

times for a point target is now derived, taking trans-

mitter and both local oscillator frequency changes into

account. For refractivity retrieval, these two times could

correspond to PPI scans separated by hours or even

months. The radar transmits a pulse with a given fre-

quency (fTx), phase (fo), and amplitude (A):

T(t)5A(t)e j(2pfTxt1f
o
) . (A1)

The amplitude is somewhat arbitrary, though it will

ideally be constant over the pulse duration and fall to

zero away from the center of the pulse (at t 5 0). We

shall assume that the phase upon transmission does not

change, though in reality the random phase of magne-

tron transmitters is subsequently compensated for (co-

herent on receive). For simplicity, the target is assumed

to be stationary and located on the same horizontal

plane as the radar beam axis. If the pulse is reflected by

a point target at range (rtarg), the received waveform is

a delayed replica of the original with an additional 1808
phase shift from reflection. The delay depends on the

target range and the mean refractive index along the

path (n):

R(t)} e jf2pfTx[t2(2r
targ

n/c)]1pg . (A2)

This waveform is mixed with a signal from the STALO

(frequency fST) and filtered to obtain an intermediate

frequency, IF 5 fTx 2 fST:

RIF(t)} e jf2pfTx[t2(2r
targ

n/c)]1pge2j2pf
ST
t . (A3)

This is mixed down to baseband using either a NCO (for

digital IF) with frequency ( fNCO) or a COHO (for ana-

log IF systems). The baseband signal is expressed here

in terms of the sum of the LO frequencies (fLO 5 fST 1
fNCO):

RBB(t)} ejf2pfTx[t2(2r
targ

n/c)]1pge2j2pf
ST
te2j2pf

NCO
t

5 e jf2pfTx[t2(2r
targ

n/c)]1pge2j2pf
LO

t . (A4)

The sign convention used here for the phase of the

transmitted and local oscillator frequencies is consistent

with down conversion (i.e., positive frequency shifted to

zero). The received waveform is sampled at a constant
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rate set by a master clock, which determines the range-

gate separation. Let us consider the waveform at a time

(tgate 5 2rgate/c) after transmission where rgate is the

equivalent range-gate center in a vacuum (this definition

is necessary to explicitly describe the phase de-

pendence on refractivity changes). We shall now ex-

press this signal in terms of range rather than time to

assist its interpretation:

RBB(rgate)} ejf[4pfTx(rgate2nr
targ

)/c]1pge2j(4pf
LO

r
gate

/c) .

(A5)

The phase of the received signal from a particular target

(targ) is

fgate5
4p

c
[fTx(rgate2 nrtarg)2 fLOrgate]1p . (A6)

Expressing this in terms of refractivity [N5 (n2 1)106]

and target location relative to the range-gate center

(dgate 5 rtarg 2 rgate) gives after some rearrangement:

fgate52
4p

c
( fLOrgate1 fTxdgate1 fTxN1026rtarg)1p .

(A7)

Let us now consider the phase change at some later time,

where fTx, fLO, and n may all have changed; the sub-

scripts 1 and 2 relate to the earlier and later measure-

ments, respectively:

Dfgate52
4p

c
[DfLOrgate1DfTxdgate

1 ( fTx
2
N22 fTx

1
N1)10

26rtarg] . (A8)

As N2 5 N1 1 DN, it follows that fTx2N2 2 fTx1N1 5
fTx2DN1DfTxN1. Havingmade no approximations up to

this point, the phase change for a stationary target may

then be expressed as

Dfgate52
4p

c
[DfLOrgate1DfTxdgate

1 ( fTx
2
DN1DfTxN1)10

26rtarg] . (A9)

If we now assume a maximum fractional frequency

change of 100 ppm [e.g., 560 kHz at C band (5.6GHz)],

the second term in parentheses in (A9) will be negligible

if DN � N110
24. As near-surface refractivity values

are typically within the range from 250 to 400, the error

in DN from this assumption would be less than 0.04

and may be neglected. Finally, considering that the

frequency changes are small, we use the approximation

fTx2 ’ fTx (i.e., DfTx � fTx) and substituting Dn 5
DN1026, we finally have

Dfgate52
4p

c
[DfLOrgate1DfTxdgate

1 fTxDn(rgate1 dgate)] . (A10)
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